
adjustments by your needs
NEW!            rebrand in your own brand
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print 1D and 2D barcodes
�xed and variable elements

100% support of Windows printers
preview of printing WYSIWYG

database connection
advanced template editor

simple design and print labels

“Simplify design and print
labels as well as barcodes”

FREE CONSULTING

“SOLUTION FOR SIMPLE DESIGN AND PRINT
LABELS AND AS WELL AS BARCODES”



Computer software for design and print
labels and as well as barcodes

Support of di�erent barcodes

Printing serial numbers

Connection to database

Dynamic printing of pictures and logotypes

Automatic adjustments of fonts based on the text’s length

Simple and professional design of labels

Advanced preview of printing with actual data

What is SQ Label? Main advantages:

7 x why to choose SQ Track:

100 % GUARANTEEDHow to save money?

100% SATISFACTION

In the meantime of development, our group of experts’ goal was to strive for 
the best e�ciency and connectivity of your work process.

With all options of connection to databases and existing data, you can use SQ 
Label easily and fastly in your work process. 

SQ Label allows you to meet all needed requirements in labels, barcodes, 
forms on your own, thus saves your valuable time. 

Printing labels and barcodes can be done on your own. 
Fast and easy!

Fast and kind technical support

Integration in your business environment

100% satisfaction guarantee or money back

100% investment without risk

The solution can be adjusted by your request

The solution is being rebranded in your brand

100% Unicode - support printing in all language and fonts

SQ Label is computer software with you can fast and easy design and print 
di�erent labels and barcodes. The main advantage of SQ Label in easy use and 
can be adjusted by your way of work.  

SQ Label includes all necessary functions which are used in designing labels. 
It allows you printing 1D and 2D barcodes with which you will use them on 
your product packing. Your supplier will be pleased with meeting their 
requirements.

SQ Label is mandatory equipment for every o�ce!
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Zminec 30, 
SI-4220 Ško�a Loka, 
Slovenija, EU www.priber.com

info@priber.com+386 (4) 51 26 740
+386 (4) 51 26 741

Call now and we will tell you more reasons how using barcodes can lower your costs!


